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Her day typically begins at 4 AM with the stirring of the hungry cattle. After an 
hour’s walk to the local water source for a bucket full and quick forage around the 
forest for some fodder, she is back at her home feeding her 2 cows and few goats. 
With the precious little water she has brought, her mother cooks the meal for their 
family of five. After getting her two brothers ready for school, she bids them 
farewell. There is a longing in her eyes to go to the school herself as few of her 
friends have but there are more important and urgent things to do around the 
house. Most importantly, she has to go back to the water source and get more 
buckets full all day to wash their clothes, clean their house and water a small yet 
meticulously tended vegetable garden. She looks a lot older than her 14 years – 
this is Dil Bahadur’s daughter and very few people know her name: Meena. 
 
In May 2008, SABAL project (funded by EC and implemented by Practical 
Action) built a small plastic pond to harvest rain and source water and it provided 
the locals with few off-take pipes for both drinking water and irrigation use under 
the Integrated Water Resource Management (IWRM) approach. Meena’s house 
was one of the few households to benefit from this scheme in the remote village 
of Sanani in Accham district. This scheme utilizes the need of the locals for 
multiple uses of water. They now get water which is only adequate for daily 
consumption with little left over for other uses. Meena uses most of her quota to 
water her vegetable garden. “I will sell these vegetables and use the money to go 
to school” she states. Her innocence belies the fact that after the rainy seasons 
are over, the pond will no longer be able to supply her needs.  
 
 
It’s not that Sanani was left behind in 
terms of development. There have been 
previous attempts to provide drinking 
water to the community but with little 
evidence left now. The previously built 
drinking water system lies empty and 
dry near Meena’s house as if it were 
mocking the locals. They (locals) 
lament that it fell into disrepair during 
the conflict and no one has seen the 
need to fix it. Department of irrigation, 
which is active in these parts does not 
see it within their mandate to repair 
drinking water schemes and the 
Department of Water supplies are 
inundated with requests for newer 
schemes and see little prerogative to go 
back and fix older schemes leaving it 
for the communities to do it 
themselves. The communities, with 
very little resources and even less 
coordination have no way to initiate 
such a massive project. Such is the way in Sanani.  
 
The problem remains. The newly built scheme is a temporary fix at best. It cannot 
supply the local with their need for both drinking water and other uses. However, 
there is a light at the end of the tunnel. Sanani lies at the edge of a forest through 
which a perennial steam of water (ice melt from Rama Roshan Lake) flows down 
to the Kailash river. Tapping into this source could solve the problem of sourcing 
the water. And, uses of Multiple Use Water Systems (MUS) technology can further 
aid in storing coupled with a micro-irrigation system like a drip tank or a sprinkler 
for efficient distribution of water to the communities.  
 
“I plan to buy more cows and eventually build my own house” dreams Meena 
watering her vegetables. Each day, the water level in the pond decreases with 
little hope for winter rain to replenish it.  
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